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About This Game

Battlegrounds of Eldhelm is an indie, online, free-to-play CCG (collectible card game) / RPG (role playing game).

It is heavily influenced by RPGs and borrows some mechanics and ideas. The result is a fascinating mixture between role
playing game and a classic card collection game with awesome features like:

Unique card collecting process;

Powerful card combination mechanics;

Class specific abilities;

Play on your own in the single player campaign or duel other players for high scores. The available game modes are campaign,
custom versus A.I. and four types of multiplayer - arena (ranking pvp), custom (ranking pvp via invite - challenge), cooperative

(slay the beast) and tournaments (in direct elimination).

Play for the ladder board, challenge your friends or join forces against a powerful boss like enemy.

Crusade in the campaign to be the ruler of the Eldhelm land and never be bored with the daily quests!
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We are doing tournaments with awesome rewards at least once a month!

Battlegrounds of Eldhelm features:

Epic music and 3D graphics;

Three unique races (orc, elf, human) each containing different character classes (melee, ranged, caster) with completely
different play styles;

Customization of the visual appearance of your hero;

Translation in multiple languages;

A true multiplatform experience - available for web-browser, desktop, and mobile devices;
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Title: Battlegrounds of Eldhelm
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Essence Ltd.
Publisher:
Essence Ltd.
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2014
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English,Russian
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After playing through this some more, I have found there's much more to Cycle 28 than blowing things up. There's a mystery to
be solved that slowly unfolds through the Cycles, and (as of 1 June) still has not been cracked.

OLD:
It's a well-playable homage to Luftrausers, with a much more fair hand dealt to the player -- most of the time. This likely will be
immense fun for anyone who enjoys Luftrausers or Furious Angels. I love Jordan Rees's orchestral score, which grows ever
more grand during the progression of each particular run, and perfectly sets the mood for the action.. Poor graphics (max
resolution is 1650x1200, and that for a game that was released in nov 2016), poorly optimized (52 FPS on a i7-4790K with two
GTX980's), poor controls, buggy. Avoid at all costs.

If you're looking for a good logging experience, try Farming Simulator 2017 instead. Although the name doesn't suggest it, you
can also work as a logger in that game.. This DLC is exactly what it says on the tin: a compilation of alpha-stage levels, in their
entire Early Development glory. This includes, but isn't limited to:

- Ridiculously basic appearance of the levels;
- Some of the models and sounds being replaced with placeholder ones;
- Very obviously and hilariously half-arsed solutions, like floating film reels with names (or rather, numbers) of the levels on
them, or the levels having very visible borders;
- Comically bad voice acting;
- An obvious style clash of placeholder and final-version elements being mashed together.

All of this results in a setting so hilariously unlike the final game and so hilariously amateurish that it all crosses over into the
"So Bad It's Good" category. I definitely can see why the devs wanted us to see what the game was like in its early stages, and I
agree with them. It certainly has its charm.

The levels themselves are fine. The early ones (Level Sets 01 and 02) are a bit too easy, and I found myself breezing through
them with little thought necessary, though it definitely started getting a little bit more challenging when the floating bombs
started appearing in abundance, especially in the second Level Set. The later levels were a bit more evened out challenge-wise,
and some of them managed to keep me occupied for a while.

I especially liked the unique level that featured an unused gameplay mechanic: the ability to chop down trees with an axe. It
kinda makes me wish it was kept in the game proper, though I can understand why the devs decided against it (it's very easy to
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lose track of where you left the axe).

If you are looking for something relaxing, then I especially recommend the third Level Set, since the challenge level is just right
to be able to simply walk around and think, and there are no floating bombs around.

My only real complaints about this DLC would be the abundance of the floating bombs in the early Level Sets and the fact that a
number of levels are just bare versions of the levels from the game proper. Also, it kinda makes me wonder... some of the
objects use placeholder models and such, but others are kept the way they are in the final game. Does that mean that these
elements were created straight away in their final form? Or is it simply because the devs lost the early placeholder files for
them? If it's the latter, then it surely would be interesting to see what these objects looked like in their early versions...

Do I recommend this DLC? Well... I personally liked it, some parts of it better than others. If you are interested in seeing what
the game looked like in its early stages, or if you simply want more levels to play through, and you aren't bothered by the
hilariously amateurish looks of it all, then go right ahead and get it. Otherwise, you might want to skip it.. It's a nice eerie 'walk
simulator'. I like the atmosphere, the leveldesign, the sounds.
The Basir (a little lense that allows to detect hidden things) is an interesting gameplay element.
But there are also things i would like to criticize:
-The game seems not to save changed settings like the resolution.
-Some level parts have a to intense graphical gray filter in my opinion.
-There should be more save points.
-Some objects can easily overseen. This provokes a lot of backtracking and detail search.
-Cutscenes can't be skipped.
-The story feels a bit random and chaotic.
-There are only a few mediocre jumpscares who not really fits the story.
-A bit to short for this price.. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
very similar to the first game, hexa turn (my review can be found here), down to the sad fact that you can't deselect
powerups, use them or use undo, but with enough new mechanics on top of the 'now the ai's trying to stop you'
switcheroo to feel fresh, and of course some levels are pretty tricky again. there's also a move counter now, ideally you'd
solve levels within those limits, but as long as you or the goals don't get blocked in, you can keep trying, and if you
succeed, the next level opens up. if you liked the first game, it's a no-brainer, if you like hex-based puzzle games in
general, ditto.. This is actually a very smart game. You NEED to take notes in order to solve some of the puzzles. The
puzzles themselves aren't super hard, but a few of them are definitely challenging.

I loved the atmosphere and the story. The voice acting did seem a bit lackluster, but for such a low-budget game I
applaud the dev team.

Overall, I really enjoyed playing it, and I would recommend it for a nice mystery-horror experience. Although the core
mechanic and gameplay is fun, I believe this is the base for something that could be much more progressive. A game
that I make it to the end the very 1st time that I play is not my idea of fun.
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it's like smash bros but without anything that makes smash bros good
. A beautifully created pixel art game. The puzzles are not difficult, and the story is not immediately apparent, though quite
simple. Music for the game was caringly composed. If you are looking for a short break from your everyday tasks or something
new to break up the monotony, I recommend this game; especially as it can be beaten in about two hours (or less I suppose if
you're very focused).. Just another trash game to earn money by selling Trading Cards.. It performs terribly, but it is a marvel of
human imagination. most pointless half hour of my life
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